
Giftedness and Introversion 
     For the introverted child, it is the warm 
acceptance by others that allows for a healthy 
development of self and for being-in-the-
world with authenticity. Understanding the 
characteristics and needs of introverted 
youngsters facilitates the accommodations 
needed for these quiet kids to develop opti-
mally.  
      

Characteristics of Introverts 

• Have two personas: private and 

public 

• Seem to enjoy being alone in 

their room 

• Are private people who reveal 
thoughts to only a few 

• Get grouchy when around people 
too long 

• Are perfectionistic 
 

Strategies That Can Benefit  
Introverted Children 

 

 Outdoor Activities:  Spending time in 

nature allows for a solitary experience of 
connection without communicating di-
rectly with other people. 

 Solitary Exercise:  Examples are martial 
arts, track, gymnastics, and swimming, 
rather than a team sport like basketball. 

 Video games; computer time; listening 
to music; watching a movie:  These 
activities allow for decompression. 

 Creative Activities:  These pursuits pro-
vide opportunities to be alone without 
being lonely. 

 Meditation or Visualization:  Engaging 
in these practices can provide quiet 
times of centering and regaining a sense 
of calm. 

 
 
To read more about Introversion and how you 
can help your child at home, check out the 
whole article, “Giftedness and Introversion: 
Joy and Challenge” by Dorothy Sisk, Ed.D., 
Ph.D., and Michele Kane, Ed.D. 
 
 

A note from your specialist… 
Here is a snapshot of what we have been doing in the AIG virtual pullout groups:  

Reading:  Our focus on change/transformation con-

tinued with Junior Great Book text companions “A 

Bad Road for Cats” and “Roads Take a Toll on 

Wildlife.”   Then our reading MINDS investigated 

predictions for the future of learning.  Robot teach-

ers?  AR Eyewear?  After reviewing various online 

resources, they shared their own ideas for future 

school routines through a PBLProject.com prompt. 

 

Math:  Since completing the first four weeks of 

Week-by-Week Essentials,  math MINDS have been 

applying the standards for mathematical practice to 

Steve Wyborney’s Esti-Mysteries.  So far, they have 

solved “Facing Prisms” and “Packing Peanuts.”   We 

have our own Color Tile Esti-Mystery unfolding in 

the math channel of our MINDS Team, too.   

 

IG-Nonverbal:  Our NV MINDS began the month 

with a ByrdseedTV activity requiring visual infer-

encing.  Their astute observations of details in a 

work of art helped them infer that the subject was, 

indeed, a poor poet.  They wrapped up the month 

with great accuracy and visual thinking in Steve 

Wyborney’s Cube Conversations activities. 

Social-Emotional Learning:  We connected last 

month’s focus on resiliency to how philosophies 

shape our lives.  We were inspired by Sam Berns, a 

teenager born with progeria (an aging disease), who 

had a well-defined philosophy for living a happy life.  

We practiced “thinking like philosophers” after Ian 

Byrd introduced us to great thinkers such as Socra-

tes, Aristotle, and Descartes. 
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Director’s Discussion 
     I hear so many questions asked of kids. So, I 
thought I’d ask myself these question this 
month. 
Do you have a fixed or a growth mindset?  Yes 
Are you an introvert or an extrovert?          Yes 
Do you want to go to college or a career?  Yes      
     I wonder, do we ask kids questions in ways 
that invite them to participate? Do we set up 
opportunities for introverted students to share? 
How do we help our gifted students to connect 
with others in less direct ways? 
     As I look at our monthly goal which relates to 
the effort side of the “grit equation,” it is a good 
time to remember that it is important that we 
help kids learn (over time and in many circum-
stances) that  

              Skill x Effort = Achievement 
     This is just as true for us as adults. We must 
constantly model that we are developing our 
skills and that extra effort matters. Have our kids 
heard us describe times when we had to put 
forth extra effort and what that persistence led 
to? Our kids are watching, listening and learning. 
——---Michael Elder, College and Career Readiness 

Stay Connected—https://www.onslow.k12.nc.us/Page/1400                         www.facebook.com/onslowaig #OnslowAIG    

AIG Specialist-Dawn Pelletier 
dawn.pelletier@onslow.k12.nc.us 
910.347.0900 

Monthly Goal:  Student participates and cooperates in group work  
         and classroom discussions. 
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